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About This Game

Farm Life: Natures Adventure (FLNA) for short is about farming.

Just before you begin your adventure, you will be taking over your parents farm as they'd decided to retire and move away for a
while. You can earn money from growing and selling crops, raising livestock, fishing, mining, part-time jobs and events. You

will need to plan your days ahead to make sure you have enough time to get through your day. You can speak to every townsfolk
that is currently living in your town, choose to marry them from a choice of fourteen candidates, join in the town events or raise

a child together and show them how to work on the farm.

Features

Grow - Plants seeds and water them on a daily basis to ensure positive growth.

Harvest - Collect your crops when they have grown and sell them for profit.

Nurture - Animals need to be treated everyday to maximise profits from their produce and health.

Explore - Visit the town and get to know the other townsfolk which could lead to a potential relationship.

Fish - Grab your fishing rod and start fishing in the nearby river.

Shop - Purchase and sell your seeds, crops, animals and other produce at the town.
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Love - Settle down for love, start a relationship and maybe start your own family.

Mine - Randomly generated mines for your pickaxes.

Events - Join in the town events from horse racing to swimming.

And much much more...

We have a lot planned for Farm Life: Natures Adventure in the future
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Title: Farm Life: Natures Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BlockheadGames
Publisher:
BlockheadGames
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 1.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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needs to have a feature that allows us to save between levels, with death being permanent and forcing the save file to delete or
start over. i enjoy this game, but was disappointed to make it to level 3 and then be forced to quit (have to go to work) without
having the option to pick up where i left off when i get home.

if you're a devil daggers fan then you will need this in your library. it's extremely challenging and fun as hell.

also, devs, you guys should just call it Autumn Night and take 3d shooter out of the title. My 3 year old loves this game. After a
few tries he now plays it like a pro. Abrix the robot is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has an acceptable price
- it is indie & casual
- it has strategy
- it is a good puzzle
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. BAD indeed..

Was really stoked to play this as it took me back to games like Cybernator for the SNES.

3rd mission is crap, been stuck at it forever (defending the trucks.) Also you run out of ammo for your main weapon WAY to
fast. Even if you are cautious and hang back you will fail the mission from your allies dying almost immediately..

I can deal with a challenge but basically it's just annoying and frustrating.. Golf With Your Friends is a solid golf simulation
game developed and published by Blacklight Interactive. Blacklight has three employees with two owners of which are brothers.
The game itself is currently in Early Access, therefore, I will not harshly critique this review. The issues I will mentionI have
placed in the forums for the developers to note down and fix in the future. The idea of this game is similar to real life golf, you
complete levels whilst attempting to achieve the lowest score compared to your opponent in order to win. I really enjoyed this
game and it was thanks to playing with friends, as the title suggests, because it creates competition between you and your friends
and allows you all to have fun.

The overall idea is simple, you play golf. The game features a lobby with recently-added filters to separate the password servers
from the non-password servers. The filters feature is crucial to the matchmaking component of this game because as the title
suggests, there are many more password-locked servers that are friends playing with friends instead of people playing with the
community. You can play with up to 12 friends in multiplayer, adding a nice balance between friends playing and not over-
doing it with friends per say. The three maps of Forest, Oasis, and the new map Twlight are all well designed. Forest is relatively
basic but gradually increases in difficulty as the levels progress, which is beneficial to new players. Forest has a course
surrounded by trees and it features some neat obstacles like spinning blades, rolling logs, and even targets that help you shoot
towards the hole. Oasis is a level that is influenced by Egypt in its sandy landscape and it's pyramids with Holes within a
pyramid. I like the level because it contrasts Forest and has water, thus it provides a difference with the maps. Furthermore, it's
fairly difficult so I do like the challenge and map design of Oasis. Twlight is a standard golf course featuring different Holes.
What makes it unique though is that it incorporates more water than Oasis and the course takes place at night, showcasing the
luscious environment. Twlight allows you to step back and relax so you can enjoy the overall scenery. Twlight is my favourite
course due to the night time and lights effect. Despite the small amount of features, the game has a clear direction with a simple
concept and it delivers on that. Furthermore, the developers are absolutely excellent at communicating with the community on a
daily basis if its informing them on direction, such as a roadmap, or responding to general queries. Blacklight is committed to
this game and it shows in their work ethic because from when I purchased the game to now, the game has drastically improved
and it feels more fluid than before.

I played this on both my PC and my Macbook Air 2015 edition and there were differences in performance between both
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systems. My experience of this game on the Macbook was days after purchasing the game last month. Performance on it was
choppy at best as the game lagged consistently despite my system surpassing the recommendations and despite me playing on
low settings. My friend has a newer and more powerful Macbook Pro and he could play the game smoothly on medium settings
and not on high. However, the performance on my PC has improved greatly since purchasing the game. At purchase, I played on
high settings and in return my computer was loud, I wasn't able to sustain a stable FPS, and the game took up 16% of my CPU
and up to 400mb of memory, per my task manager. Now, my computer does not run loud and I can sustain a solid 55-60FPS.
Per my task manager, the game takes up 13% CPU and 350mb of memory and while not a great improvement, it is still an
improvement nonetheless. Overall, while the game continues to perform better, much more improvement is needed.

As I stated prior, the game features an abundance of issues. However, Blacklight have been effective at improving the game and
removing bugs. And, I have made a regular contribution to the Golf With Your Friends forums on the issues I encountered as I
do want to help them fix the game and succeed. At purchase, my main issues with the game were the physics and the lag that
came with it. For instance, the majority of shots in courses would be overrun by lag and glitches in the physics of putting the
ball. Currently, the game has made noticeable improvements in both areas but do occasionally occur.

Overall, Golf With Your Friends is a solid Early Access title that is best played with friends to maximise your entertainment. It
incorporates the simple feature of golf and this basic idea has been successful through the three well designed maps that are in
different landscapes. It contains an excellent development team that listens to the community and wants to drastically improve
this game. As with any Early Access title, it does have its fair share of bugs, but the development team has ironed out the main
issues and is constantly improving this game with regular patches. This game is incredibly cheap at $5.99 and therefore if you
have friends to play with I highly recommend this game because it's fun. If you intend to play solo, quite frankly it is your
choice because it may get boring but at $6, nothing can go wrong.

Note, for an Early Access title I won't do a ratings score.

If you found this review helpful, please give it a thumbs up. If you would also like to follow my reviews more easily, be sure to
join my group Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). I also write reviews for TeamTom's Reviews.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/431240/. If you've got a large room-scale setup (I've read fractionally smaller than
recommended can work) - BUY this game!

It's the most "free roaming" you can experience in VR where you do NOT feel constrained or immersion breaking experience of
artificial locomotion/teleportation.

It's one of the most unique experiences currently available on Vive, since it uses such a large playspace & plays clever tricks to
make it feel even larger.

Must buy - highly recommended!. This software is very easy to use, and I would suggest it to people that are new to recording.
However, Playclaw doesn't always run smoothly. It has crashed on me countless times, and it even occasionally freezes my
computer to the point of having to turn my computer off manually. (I can't even access the task manager.) I still cannot figure
out how to stream using playclaw; I've had to use OBS to stream. Sometimes the audio is slightly lagged in my recordings, but it
does not happen frequently. When I use my webcam for a lets play video the software takes my 1080p quality webcam, and
turns it into a 720p quality webcam in the recording. I'm not quite sure if it's a problem on my end, but I've messed around with
the settings trying to fix it and I still have not found any solution. I honestly wished that I hadn't paid $40 for this software. It's a
little steep for something that only functions half of the time. If you can catch this on sale then I would suggest this. Hopefully
they will work out the issues soon!. An absolute abomination of a game that relies on a rather gimmic-y plot twist if you can
even call it that. Lets just say the longest portion of the game is a shock film that's supposed to make you feel a certain level of
digust or displeasure but really is poorly laid out and in like 120p. The game itself well the 10-20 minutes of it are focused
around you being interviewed by Microsoft Sam's Ghost. You answer simple questions with 1 of the 2 answers they give you
inivitably leading to an end which will absolutely leave you feeling hollow inside as it provides you with noting more than a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 plot twist delivered with
whatever\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665assets the dev could snatch up for free. The game in and of itself had
a semi decent concept yet managed to absolutely booger it up with the way the game plays. So the last thing I want to say is to
keep your 2 bucks and spend it elsewhere and if you can still go get a refund I suggest doing so this game is dreadfully boring
and certainly not worth your hard earned pocket change. 3\/10 Ya \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up interview. If you would like
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to see gameplay here is a link.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/jmVzImWpgT0. It's free, and you learn about Saibot Studio's to boot. What's not to like?!
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Ingame pay crap !!!. Mission 4 is where it ended for me, I start off with two field guns a ammunition truck and a load of
infantry plus 2 horse mounted units all good until I try to capture the town.
My horse mounted units are terrible and they mays well be carrying spears as they just almost instantly die then its onto the
infantry which have a good go but cant get through the shear number of opposition in the trenches or the field guns (and if you
have played Blitzkrieg before like this game is only it has a World War One skin on it then you will know that the infantry isnt
up too much) then there is the field guns which get destroyed before I even field them.
GAME OVER.
I much prefer Blitzkrieg than this the old versions not the new.. I need only quote the pause menu to get across how unfinished
this game is. Ahem,

"
Resume
[Something]
Options (Not Work)
Exit
"

That's right, the options are "not work", which speaks volumes about the game as a whole. It seems well-designed on the surface
level, but as you get deeper into the game (as in, 15 minutes deeper), the flaws will start to show.

I would recommend the game, if not for the egregious laziness in leaving something as basic as an *options menu*
unimplemented for a year. You know what that means? It means the game is abandoned.. This game proves that 3D platformers
are alive and well with interesting levels and music. However the kicking can be a bit delayed at times, though this does not
afffect my overall experience with the game. I hope that this game will continue to get better over time.. Seriously sexy train
with 21st century cab. A pleasure to drive.. Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn.. Pros:
-The game is easy to play and does not require any knowledge of how planes fly.
-No external control device needed, only keyboard is used.
-Easy as f*** (so far)
-Arcadey, think World of Warplanes with the physics removed almost completely.

Cons:
-Has no flight model whatsoever, the planes handle like figure skaters... With no ice skates.
-Graphics are terrible. Think 'pile of grit' then add some dirt and you have HIS
-Sound is irritating to say the least. I've stopped playing it for a good 10 mins now and can still hear the 5 second music loop
-The keyboard control makes it hard to aim
-Can't do a loopdy-loop

Overall, a fair game that requires the right state of mind to play and enjoy. Your opinion on how flight games should be will
greatly affect how much you enjoy this.

P.S. The tag 'simulator' needs to be removed because i'd be damned if this were a simulation of not only flight, but WWII in
general.

. Another addition to the simulator genre, this one lets you pilot the F-16 Multirole Fighter I'm unsure what made NovaLogic
stop developing these types of games but they should have made more. This is a worthy addition to anyone who enjoys
simulators.. The Campaign is ONLY 1 mission so its a good simple game but with a longer campaign it would be even better !.
Works fluid with an Oculus. While this is not something I would play regularly on my spare time, it is something that looks
pretty awesome with VR, and makes it much more entertaining than it normally would be!
For anyone with a VR headset looking for a pretty cool experiance to try it out with; I'd really recommend giving this a shot!
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